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For those times when you had to stand alone... when you had to trust the blind path... when you were judged
and rejected... when you knew something else was supporting you even when it felt like you were hanging out
in the loneliest town on the map... "The Truth Always Rises" offers you torches of light for life's darker
passages as reminders of your strength, power, and unlimited energy. In her twelfth book, Molly McCord
shares inspiring reminders of your truth, light, and intentions as you amplify your power through periods of
struggle.
There is no sugarcoating here, or trying to diminish how hard life experiences can be, even as we move
through them doing the best we can with what we have. Yet there is deep wisdom and profound grace in
mentally, spiritually, and psychologically rising above our temporary circumstances and seeing the terrain
with fresh eyes. With her trademark openness, humor, and relatability, Molly shares some of her own personal
stories of struggle and hardship interspersed with brilliant insights of what is unfolding spiritually and
energetically. Even in the dark, you can focus on glimmering torches of light to guide you along.
__________________________________________________________ "I AM in tears of Gratitude. I have
connected with many spiritual teachers and yet I felt SEEN in a whole new way with Molly and her work.
This is a game-changer for me and I'm all in for what manifests next." ~ Lisa J. "It's like you're making
spiritual awakening cool and hip! Thank you!" ~ Praha G. "Molly is my amazing secret weapon teacher! I

have learned so much from her over the past 4 years, and being in her presence only brings more LIGHT into
my life." ~Cynthia ___________________________________________________________ More books by
Molly McCord: The Art of Trapeze: One Woman's Journey of Soaring, Surrendering, and Awakening (Book 1
in The Awakening Consciousness Series) The Modern Heroine's Journey of Consciousness (Book 2 in The
Awakening Consciousness Series) The Unlimited Sparks of a Bonfire (Book 3 in The Awakening
Consciousness Series) Modern Heroine Soul Stories: 24 Real Women Soar Higher To Greater Healing,
Forgiveness, Trust, and Strength Your Awakening Self: Connect Deeply With Your True Evolving Soul
Conscious Messages: Spiritual Wisdom and Inspirations For Awakening Conscious Thoughts: Powerful
Affirmations To Connect With Your Soul's Language Guided By Your Light The Thought That Changed My
Life Forever (Contributor) Conscious Digital Detox: A 10-Day Guidebook to Re-Treat, Re-Meet, and Re-Turn
To Yourself Cache Paris: A Guidebook to Discover New Places, Hidden Spaces, and a Favorite Oasis

